
Data Management
• Storage situation right now overall looks fine. 
• Table with space allocation and usage on pg.2 (total pledged and LOCALGROUPDISK 

separate).
• NET2_GROUPDISK have been decommissioned last week. To be followed by local space 

cleanup (leftover dark data) and reallocation of the space. Right now the allocation shows 
50TB and the usage 62TB.

• NET2 storage reporting looks still stuck. Initially there was an issue with creation of dumps to 
calculate the usage numbers. Probably there are still issues there.

• AGLT2_CALIBDISK is still full, which was discussed with the Calibdisk reps and they are 
looking the ways to clean or move data elsewhere.  

• Lowering GROUPDISKs allocations as usage goes down. 
• BNL is going to provide dumps for BNL-OSG2_DATADISK and BNL-OSG2_SCRATCHDISK dark 

data cleanup.
• In addition I see some cleanup delays (5-6 days at least) at BNL-OSG2_GROUPDISK (now at 

the level of 150TB), and BNL-OSG2_LOCALGROUPDISK (now at the level of 50TB). 
• For a couple of weeks there was an issue with DDM Accounting dashboard, as a bunch of 

data points were missing. Opened a monitoring ticket and was following it up with Tomas. 
Initially the issue was with missing dumps, and once that was recovered, the monitoring 
group was quite slow to pick them up and recalculate data. It’s back to normal this week.    



Space Allocations and Usage
DATADISK GROUPDISK SCRATCHDISK CALIBDISK Total LOCALGROUPDISK

BNL
Allocated 11,222 840 660 12,721 653

Used 10,169 556 539 11,265 589

AGLT2
Allocated 6,066 0 180 191 6,437 445

Used 5,664 0 147 190 6,002 287

MWT2
Allocated 6,500 150 500 7,150 500

Used 6,103 88 432 6,623 390

NET2
Allocated 4,693 50 180 4,923 550

Used 4,293 63 151 4,506 132

SWT2
Allocated 4,547 20 185 4,752 136

Used 4,120 13 98 4,232 57

WT2
Allocated 2,175 0 230 2,405 280

Used 1,956 0 200 2,156 61
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